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Abstract

The machining of slow wave structures for high fre-
quency BWO's is extremely difficult beyond 1 THz. Recently
a microfabrication technique using photolithography and
ion-beam assisted etching has been used to construct a pro-

totype BWO operating at 200 to 265 GHz.

The output coupler for such tubes remains a problem.
Waveguides do not exist or are very lossy at the frequen-
cies of interest (300 to 2000 GHz).

This paper discusses several scaled experiments of

optical output couplers for submillimeter BWO's. Various

designs of planar antennas (Vivaldi horns) and lens-feed

systems (hyperhemispherical lens) were constructed and
tested between 20 and I00 GHz using a spectrum analyzer.

The lens system was also tested at 337 GHz using a CO2

pumped FIR laser.

Optical coupling; Submillimeter BWO's; Planar antennas
Electron beam tubes; Local oscillators



Introduction

NASA Lewis Research Center is directing a program to

develop a series of backward-wave oscillators for the fre-

quency range 300 to 2000 GHz. The intention is to use the
BWO's as local oscillators for heterodyne receiver spec-

trometers in a space-based astronomical observatory.

Because the characteristic dimensions of slow wave

structures for electron beam tubes are of the order of

fractions of wavelengths, traditional fabrication methods

become difficult at submillimeter wavelengths. Although

machined slow wave structures have been reported for BNO's

operating at l THz (ref. l) and 1.5 THz (ref. 2) these
were limited to the relatively easy to construct vanes

Known as Millman structures, However, Millman structures

are forward-wave fundamental structures that operate as

oscillators only in the backward-wave portion of their dis-

persion curve where the interaction impedance is substan-

tially reduced thus requiring higher electron beam powers.

The interdigital line used in this work is a backward-wave
fundamental structure that has a higher interaction

impedance therefore requiring less electron beam power to
initiate oscillation. This structure also hasthe

advantage of having a larger tunable bandwidth.

The photollthographic technique in reference 3 was
used to microfabricate a folded slot line for a BWO

designed to operate between 200 and 265 GHz. The BWO was

successfully tested as reported in reference 4. A WR-3

waveguide was used as the output port in this experiment.

Figure l shows the deslgn of the etched interdigital line

and the coplanar waveguide (used as a transition between
the slot line of the circuit and the WR-3 waveguide). How-

ever, the coupling losses from the folded slot line to the
outside window was estimated to be lO dB. At the higher

frequencies, where lower output powers are expected, the

inefficiency of such a system cannot be tolerated.

This study was initiated to experimentally evaluate

various slot line/planar horn designs that could be incor-

porated onto the substrate with the slow-wave structure.

The radiation launched by the planar antenna wi11 feed a
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FIG. 1 SER PHOTOGRAPH OF ETCHED SLOW-WAVE STRUCTURESHOWING INTERDIGITAL

LINE AND CO-PLANER WAVEGUIDE OUTPUT COUPLER.

hyperhemispherical lens and a subsequent collimating lens
will direct the energy through the vacuum window of the

BWO. The lens system is shown in figure 2.

Most of the literature on planar antennas deals with

spatial patterns at a single frequency, in this paper we

concentrate primarily on the frequency response of the var-

ious designs. Because of the large tunable bandwidths of
the BWO's we are interested in developing an output coupler

which has a flat frequency response across the band.

Experimental Setup For Scaled Tests

The scaled experiments were carried out between 30 and
40 GHz and between 85 and I00 GHz. Figure 3 shows the

experimental setup.

All the experiments were normalized to the double horn

reference experiment shown in figure 4(a). The frequency
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response of the reference experiments at 30 to 40 GHz, fig-
ure 4(b), and at 85 to I00 GHz, figure 4(c), were periodl-
cally remeasured and stored in the spectrum analyzer.

Figure 5 is a sketch of the test fixtures showing typ-
|cal horn, slot line, and input waveguide transition to the
slot ]ine. The test sections were wet etched on copper
clad Duroid (5 mils thick) and mounted into a WR-28 wave-
guide for the 30 to 40 GHz experiments; and into a WR-IO
wavegulde for the 85 to I00 GHz experiments.

The Vivaldi planar antenna, see e.g., reference 5,
opens exponentially as,

W : g exp {kx} (I)

where g is the gap width of the slot line and k is
determined from

1 Wo
k=[Ing

(2)
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In equation (2) L is the length of the horn and Wo is
the final opening. Horns were constructed and studied with
lengths L = 3_, 4% and Wo = _/2, %, 2%, 3_ (where X
was chosen as the wavelength at 30 GHz and at 90 GHz).

Usually Vivaldi horns have lengths of about 3 to 10
(see e.g., ref. 6). The space available on the substrate
containing the slow wave structure limited us to the study
of shorter horns.

A cosine transition is used between the waveguide and
the slot line"

(i)y : cos (3)

where b is the waveguide dimension; see figure 5. These
finline transitions are on the order of a wavelength to
provide a smooth transition between the slot line and the
waveguide (ref. 7).

The gap width of the slot line in the scaled experi-
ments was determined from the analysis given in refer-
ence 8. The Duroid substrate is 5 mil thick and the slot
width was 4 mil for all the scaled tests. This is consist-
ent with the field requirements in the above reference but
it is not a properly scaled width for the interdigital
structure used in the BWO. However, because all the meas-
ured data presented here is normalized to a reference
experiment having the same slot width, the frequency char-
acteristics of the slot itself would be divided out by the
normalization.

6



Scaled Test Results

Tests at 30 to 40 GHZ

Reference experiment. - All results obtained at 30 to
40 GHz were compared to the reference displayed in fig-
ure 4(b). This allows us to make comparative measurements
and evaluate individual microstrip antennae against a com-
mon standard.

The effect of mouth width. - Figure 6 illustrates the

effects of changing Wo, the maximum opening of the horn.
In this figure the length of the horn was held constant at
40 mm (about 4 X at 30 GHz) and the opening was varied
from I/2 to 3 %. The horns are evaluated on the flatness
of response as a function of frequency as well as the aver-
age power detected at normal incidence. The horns get pro-
gressively better on both counts as the openlng becomes
smaller. In fact, the resonance absorbtion bands displayed

by horns having larger mouths make them unacceptable. We
attribute this structure to defects in the horns, caused
either in construction or handling. The horns are very
fragile and great care was needed to load the horns into
the test fixture. Despite the care small creases in the
horns sometimes occurred which resulted in resonance
absorption bands as illustrated in the figure.

The frequency response of the smaller horns is some-
what better, although for horns having an opening of only
I/2 % the response still varied over a I0 dB range. The
average relative power measured for the smaller horn also
indicates that smaller horn openings are better. The rela-
tive power increased by 20 dB as Wo decreased from 3 to
112 k.

The effect of dielectric covers. - Both transmitted

power and frequency response of a planar horn is improved
by covering the horn with a dielectric. In our study Tef-
lon was used. Figure 7 shows the typical power and fre-
quency response of a horn with two thicknesses of Teflon
compared to a bare horn. The thickness of the dielectric
was 0.317 and 0.714 mm or approximately 0.5 and 1.0 of the
wavelength within Teflon (permittivity = 2.1). Thinner
dielectrics were tried but were ineffective with inconclu-
sive results.
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As shown in figure 7 the power level is independent
of the thickness of the dielectric, however, the flatness
of the frequency response improves considerably with the
thicker dielectrics. This was consistent with all horns
studled. We were able to improve average power responses
by 15 to 20 dB by covering the horns with a thick
dielectric.
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There was little effect observed in changing the

length of the horns from 3 to 4 k. The longer horns did

tend to give a slightly flatter frequency response with

marginally better power. Our intended application of
these horns precluded a study of longer horns.

Use of lenses. - Figure 8(a) shows the data for a pla-

nar horn 4 X long with an opening I/2 X and covered with a
0.714 mm Teflon dielectric. A double convex lens con-

structed of high density polyethylene (HDP) and having a

focal length of 2 in. and an aperture of 2 in. was then
used to focus the power from the horn onto the detector.

As expected, a substantial increase in the average power
was realized (about 7 to lO dB).

Figure 8 also shows that there are only minor differ-
ences between the shapes of the two curves indicating that
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a focusing lens can be used to increase the detected power

at normal incidence without distorting the frequency

response of the horn.

Scaled test of hyperhemispherical lens. - As an alter-
native to the horns described, a study of a lens coupling

system for the BWO was made. A 9 mm hyperhemispherical
lens was attached to the end of the test fixture. A cosine

transition as described above, equation (3), was used to

mate the lens to the slot line. Frequency response was
studied both with and without a HDP focusing lens. The

results are shown in figure 9 and are as good as the bet-

ter Vivaldi horns studied in this paper, both in flatness

and power response. Additionally, they do not display the

absorption bands that plague the Vivaldi family.

Polarization. - Finally, we have studied the polariza-

tion of the radiation from both the Vivaldi horns and the

lens coupling system. In this study, polarizing filters

were placed between the detector and the test fixture.
Figure lO shows a typical result. The polarization of the
radiation transmitted by the lens is displayed. The radia-

tion is strongly polarized in the plane of the horn and the

slot line.

Tests at 85 to I00 GHz

Reference experiment. - Measurements in the 85 to
I00 GHz range were made using the setup shown in figure 3

lO
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and referenced to the curve in figure 4(c). A focusing
lens was necessary because the detector was not sensitive

to the lower signal power available at these higher fre-

quencies. However, our results at 30 to 40 GHz show that

a focusing lens can be used without introducing standing

wave frequency bands and without otherwise distorting the

frequency response of the horn.

Comparison of planar horns. - The better Vivaldi
horns identified at 30 to 40 GHz were chosen for scaling
to 85 to 100 GHz. These horns are 3 and 4 X long (at
90 GHz) with openings of X/2 and X. Figure II compares
the typical frequency response for the 4 X horn. The aver-
age relative power measured is roughly the same for both
horns although slightly higher for the X horn which also
gives a flatter frequency response. The frequency response
of both horns is disappointing and could not be substan-
tially changed with dielectric covers. Figure ll(c) shows
a typical trace with a dielectric on the horn with a I X
opening. Comparison with the bare horns in the same fig-
ure show little change in the frequency response. It is

mm
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interesting, however, to note that with the focusing lens
removed and the detector situated very close to the horns,
the dielectric again shows the same properties as those
seen at 30 to 40 GHz. This is explained by noting that the
electric field vector prefers a higher dielectric path and
therefore is confined by the dielectric. Hence radiation
that normally would travel above the horn is bent more
toward the endfire direction and the detector. This is

geometrically important at 30 to 40 GHz, but for our exper-
iments at 85 to I00 GHz the lens had to be near the horn
and, therefore, it had already collected the radiation
emitted above the horn. Metallic reflectors demonstrated
that this is indeed the case.

Hyperhemispherical lens system. - Our data has indicated
that Vivaldi horns have broad band frequency characteristics
that are unsuitable for the intended BWO application. Our
other candidate, the hyperhemispherical lens fed with a
cosine transition fares much better at 85 to I00 GHz. We
have made two types of measurements using the lens at these
frequencies; first, the lens was mounted flush against the
slot line with no mating transition, and second, with a
cosine transition as discussed. The results are given in
figure 12(a) and (b). It is seen that a mating transition
is necessary between the slot line and the lens. The
hyperhemispherical coupling lens is superior to the Vivaldi
horns in both flatness and power response.

Linear tapered slot line. - As a final measurement a

simple linear "V" transition, with an opening of I/2 X at

a length of 3 X, was tested. The results are shown in fig-
ure 12(c). The literature suggests that this type horn
should be little different from a Vivaldi horn with similar

dimensions. However, we found that the "V" is far superior

to the Vivaldi horns in both power response and flatness

and appears to be a very good candidate for scaling to

higher frequencies. The results suggest that the "V" tran-

sition be incorporated with optical devices such as focus-

ing lens to achieve maximum power at normal incidence over

large frequency bands.

High Frequency Experiment

A preliminary study of the hyperhemispherical lens and

collimating system shown in figure 2 was made at 337 GHz.

This frequency is near the expected center frequency of the

next experimental BWO which is soon to be constructed.

13
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The collimating lens is a sapphire piano-convex lens

with a 10 mm aperture and a 20 mm focal length (at
546.1 nm). The index of refraction at 300 GHz was taken

from reference 9 to be equal to 3.064.

The hyperhemispherical lens was ground from a 3 mm

sapphire ball bearing. The lens behaves as an extremely

fast lens if it is ground so that the ratio of the radius

of the sphere to the shortened radius is equal to the

index of refraction.

f-number - n

2(n 2 - I)

(4)

For a refractive index of n = 3.064 the f-number of

the sapphire lens is 0.1826. In order to simplify the

grinding procedure the ratio of R/d was taken to be 3

rather than 3.064. A ray trace of the lens system (fig. 2)

indicates that the approximation is acceptable.

14



A CO2 pumped FIR laser (Apollo 122) was used as the
337 GHz source. The FIR resonator gas was (I,I) Difluoroe-
thylene and the CO2 laser was tuned to the IOP(22) line.
The emergent FIR line is linearly polarized in a plane
which is 30 ° from the horizontal.

A pyroelectric detector placed in the FIR laser beam
was used to make a power measurement with and without the
lens system. Only a 2 dB increase in detected signal was
found when the lens system was used to focus the collimated
laser beam. However, the FIR beam is fairly narrow and
even without a focusing lens most of the energy is inter-
cepted by the detector.

Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this study is to identify suitable out-
put couplers for submillimeter wavelength backward-wave
oscillators having large bandwidths. Because radiative
couplers are desirable at these wavelengths, several
schemes for making transitions between microstrip slot
lines and free space were investigated. The application
requires maximum power transfer and flat frequency response
over a large bandwidth.

We foundVivaldi horns to have unsatisfactory reso-
nances perhaps because the horns we studied were "short"
horns having lengths of 3 and 4 X rather than the usual
I0 X. The limitation on horn length arose from the limited
space available on the substrate of the etched slow-wave
circuit.

However we have found several techniques, to maximize
and to "flatten" the frequency response of these horns. A
dlelectric cover was used to confine the radiation and to
direct it toward the endfire direction. Thick dielectrics
will also eliminate some of the resonance bands. We have
found that the smaller openings for the horns are much bet-
ter than the larger horn openings.

By incorporating optical techniques, i.e., focusing
lenses, signal strengths can be improved without sacrific-
ing the frequency response of the horns.

We found alternate coupling schemes to be superior to
Vivaldi horns. In particular: a simple linear "V" antenna
has a frequency/power characteristic which is superior to a

15



Vivaldi of similar dimensions; a hyperhemispherical lens
fed with a cosine transition between the slot line and the
lens is also an effective method to couple energy out of
the BWO.

The hyperhemispherical gathering lens and collimator
system was studied at 337 GHznear the expected frequency
of the next experimental BWOwhich is presently under con-
struction. A 2 dB increase of signal was found. However,
the FIR laser beamis somewhatnarrow and even without the
lens system most of the energy is intercepted by the
detector.
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